Introduction
Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) [24] is a well-established topic in the eld of evolutionary algorithms. EDAs are motivated by the idea of identifying and preserving important patterns or building blocks [10] , and are able to solve problems that are known to be hard for traditional Genetic Algorithms (GA) [27] . An EDA maintains the selection and variation concepts of evolution. However, it replaces the crossover and mutation approach to variation in a traditional GA by building and sampling a probabilistic model of promising solutions. The processing of the building blocks in an EDA is explicitly biased towards the signi cant patterns identi ed by a probabilistic model. This contrasts with the implicit processing of building blocks in a traditional GA. EDAs are classi ed as univariate, bivariate or multivariate [29, 16] according to the type of interaction between allele values that can be represented by the model of the probability distribution.
In [34] an algorithm using a Markov network (also known as a Markov Random Field or an undirected graphical model [25, 17] In this case, the joint probability distribution, p(x), is simply the product of the univariate marginal probabilities of all variables in a chromosome x: n p(X) = fp(xi) i=l (1) where, p(xi) is the marginal probability of the i-th variable having the value xi.
Apart from DEUMd, Population Based Incremental Learning (PBIL) [1] , the Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm (UMDA) [24] , and the Compact Genetic Algorithm (cGA) [13] [21, 20] for more details on FDA). More recently, another algorithm using a Markov network has been proposed by [31] and was called MN-EDA. MN-EDA has strong similarities with DEUMd but has its differences as well. Particularly, in its use of Kikuchi approximations of the probability distribution. Again, MN-EDA is also a multivariate EDA.
In [4] , MRF theory was used to provide a formulation of the joint probability distribution that relates solution tness, f (x), to an energy function, U(x), calculated from the values of the solution variables. To be precise:
Here, the ai are known as the MRF parameters, and completely determine the probability distribution. Each variable xi provides a contribution oaix to the overall tness.
For mathematical reasons, { -1, 1 } are used as the values of xi in the model, rather than {0, 1}. This ensures arithmetical symmetry between the possible allele values.
Each solution in a given population provides an equation satisfying the model. Selecting N promising solutions from a population therefore allows us to estimate the distribution by solving the system of equations: AaT= F (6) Here, A is the N x n-dimensional matrix of allele values in the selected set, a is the vector of MRF parameters a = (aia,2,...,-7an), and F is the N-dimensional vector containing -ln(f(x)) of the selected set of solutions x. Depending on the relationship between N and n, the system will be under-, over-, or precisely-speci ed. A standard tting algorithm can be used to give a maximum likelihood estimation of the ai. The ai can then be used to provide an estimate of the probability of the value of xi.
In [34] , a is used to formulate an updating rule to update a probability vector. The probability vector is then sampled to generate a child population. In [32] , this approach has been extended to use the ao to directly estimate the marginal probability p(xj).
Fixing the value of a particular allele xi divides the set Q of all 2n chromosomes into two disjoint sets, which we denote by A and B. More precisely, A = {x E Q : xi = 1} and B = {x E Q : xi = -1}. We denote the probability that the allele value in position i is equal to 1 by p(xi = 1). Clearly, the probability that the allele value in position i is equal to -1 is 1 -p(xj = 1). Applying this to (3), we obtain: from which an equation for each solution x can be derived (see [4] for detailed information):
other than i. Combining (8) and (9), the constants K and Z drop out, and we get the following expression as an estimate of the marginal probability for xi = 1:
where, / = 2/T. This forms the basis for the estimation of distribution technique for DEUMd, which combines the univariate MRF model with a cooling scheme. We reduce T, i.e., increase /, as the population evolves, so the model becomes more exploitative rather than explorative as the evolution progresses.
The use of the temperature for EDA has been rst proposed in Boltzmann Estimated Distribution Algorithm 1 (BEDA) [23] , where, a Boltzmann selection has been used to estimate the Boltzmann distribution. A cooling schedule for Boltzmann selection for BEDA (and also for FDA) has been later proposed in [22] . These approach has strong similarities with our approach, however has its differences as well. In BEDA, the tness has been directly taken as the energy for the Boltzmann distribution, however in DEUMd, an approximation to the tness function is used which is done by building a model of tness function and tting it to the population.
Workflow of DEUM
DEUMd consists of a ve-step procedure as follows: 1. Generate an initial population, P, of size M with a uniform distribution.
2. Select the N ttest solutions from P, where N < M.
3. Calculate the MRF parameters a = (aeI, a2, ... , ta)
by making a maximum likelihood estimation from the selected solutions. 4 . Generate M new solutions using the following distribution:
where, p(xi = 1) = 1/(1 + eoaX) and p(xi =-1) = DEUMd uses the singular value decomposition (SVD) [30, 11] technique to make the maximum likelihood estimation. SVD proves to be the most stable technique, returning useful estimations from systems of linear equations that are either under-or over-speci ed [30] .
As described earlier, /3 has a direct effect on the convergence speed of DEUMd. As the number of iterations (g) grows, the marginal probability (p(xi)) gradually cools to either 0 or 1. However, depending upon the type of problem, different cooling rates may be required. In particular, there is a trade-off between convergence speed of the algorithm and the exploration of the search space. Therefore, the cooling rate parameter, T, has been introduced. r gives explicit control over the convergence speed of DEUMd. Decreasing r slows the cooling, resulting in better exploration of the search space. However, it also slows the convergence of the algorithm. Increasing T, on the other hand, makes the algorithm converge faster. However, the exploration of the search space will be reduced.
Experimental results
Here we brie y review the experimental results on the performance of DEUMd on a range of optimisation problems. For more details on these experiments, see [33] . The performance of DEUMd was compared with a GA, PBIL and UMDA.
For the problems where optimum tness could be found, the number of tness evaluations taken by each algorithm to [26] respectively. For the problems where the optimum was not known or could not be found, the algorithms were evaluated by the average tness of solution they could nd, and the average number of tness evaluations taken to nd it [15, 7] . The problems addressed were a 50-bit Equal products function [2, 7] , a 60-bit Colville function [7] and a 100-bit SixPeaks function [2, 16] . We do not present these results because of the limited space. See [33] (a) Mutate a variable x? chosen at random to obtain the mutated chromosome xo'.
(b) Set AU = U(x°') -U(x°).
(c) if AU < 0 setxo=x'.
Terminate with answer xo.
For univariate MRF models (5), AU can be determined explicitly from the following formula: AU = aj(x' -4) (11) From (11), we can see that if ati < 0, then (i) AU < 0, if xr = -1: this suggests accepting the mutation, and (ii) AU > 0, if 4? = 1: this suggests rejecting the mutation.
In another words, to make AU > 0 (to minimise U(x°)), formula (11) suggests that if atq < 0, x4 should be l and if ci > 0, x4 should be -1. Thus, for a univariate MRF model the MPOC, x°, can be easily obtained just by looking at the sign of the ai. Now let us incorporate this method in DEUMd. This is done by adding two substeps 3.1 and 3.2 in original DEUMd algorithm. So the rede ned DEUMd will be as follows:
1. Generate an initial population, P, of size M with a uniform distribution.
3. Calculate the MRF parameters at = (a, ,c2*, ... i an)
by making a maximum likelihood estimation from the selected solution. We observe that the above presented algorithm only uses xI to check for an optimum and does not use it for further evolution 2 However, in practice, x°can be used in various ways to asses the evolution. For example, one could generate one or more x°and seed them to the next generation. For the purpose of this paper, we do not discuss this topic in detail.
Experimental results
The aim of our experiment is to measure the effect of our extension to DEUMd. We show the scalability of DEUMd on univariate problems, and compare it with that of other univariate EDAs. The obvious test function for this purpose is the OneMax problem [24] .
The OneMax problem is a simple linear problem decomposable into building blocks of order one, and therefore is an ideal problem for univariate EDAs. It has been shown that UMDA works very well on this problem [2] . We compare the performance of DEUMd against UMDA and a GA. 100 runs of each algorithm were executed for a series of OneMax problems with chromosomes ranging in size between 30 and 180 bits. The number of tness evaluations taken to nd the optimal solution was recorded for each run. Uniform crossover with exchange probability of 0.5 was used for the GA, crossover was applied all the time and mutation was not applied. The population size, M, ranged from 40 to 100 for the GA, 50 to 170 for UMDA, and was exactly 1.5n for DEUMd. T for DEUMd was from 5 to 4.
Truncation selection was used where selection size N was 0.5M for the GA and 0.3M for UMDA. For DEUMd, the selection size was again 1.5n, i.e., the whole population was selected. No elitism was used and new populations were generated with complete replacement. Figure 6 shows the average number of tness evaluations for each algorithm over the range of OneMax problems.
The success ratio for converging to the optimum was 100% for DEUMd, 98% for UMDA and 100% for the GA. 2For the purpose of our experiment (see section 4), doing so was not necessary As we can see from Figure 6 , UMDA, as it has selection size less than that of GA, has an expected performance better than that of the GA but has less success rate. DEUMd with a Metropolis method has very stable and ef cient performance that is equivalent to 1.5n + 1 tness evaluations, i.e., given a randomly-generated initial population of 1.5n chromosomes, the x°generated by the Metropolis method was found to be optimum (Here, +1 is for the tness evaluation of x°itself). This result can be compared with the result of a (1+1) EA (also known as stochastic hillclimber), an algorithm described by [9] to study the theory of evolutionary algorithms. For the OneMax problem, it has been proved that a (1+1) EA will nd the optimum in 0(nrlog(n)) tness evaluations. Our empirical results show an 0(n) performance for DEUMd. (12) AU can be determined explicitly from following formula: AU = (xi -X )(a°+ ±i 1i,? 1 + Oi,i+lx4±) (13) This formula for calculating AU can be easily obtained for any MRF models using following formulation
Once we have found x°, we can then use it to estimate the distribution for the next population. A simple heuristic can be applied for this purpose, i.e., if xX = 1, we should increase the probability p(xj = 1) and if x4 = 0, we should decrease the probability p(xi = 1). This heuristic forms the basis for our proposed extension to DEUM for multivariate problems.
A possible work ow for the multivariate DEUM would be as follows:
1. Initialize a probability vector p = {Pl, P2, ..., Pn} by assigning 0.5 to each pi. 8. Go to step 2 until the termination criteria is satis ed.
Step (4) [33] . Therefore, the results presented here with OneMax problem can only be seen as of theoretical importance. However, the signicantly low number of tness evaluations needed by DEUMd suggests that the DEUMd should be applied for the problems where tness evaluation is costly and can be trade off against the computation cost of approximating MRF parameters.
Our research so far has focused on the binary representation for the random variables. However, most of the earlier works on the use of MRF modelling has been in integer case [17, 3] . Particularly, in image analysis case [17] The immediate future work in this area is to implement a multivariate DEUM algorithm. To do this, an effective method of nding the dependencies between variables must be identi ed. This work is under way, and we expect to nd some interesting results in the near future.
